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Abstract

Emission information is crucial for air quality modelling and air quality management.
In this study, a new approach based on the understanding of the relationship between
emissions and measured pollutant concentrations has been proposed to estimate pol-
lutant emissions and source contributions. The retrieval can be made with single point5

in-situ measurements combined with backward trajectory analyses. The method takes
into consideration the effect of meteorology on pollutant transport when evaluating
contributions and is independent of energy statistics, therefore can provide frequent
updates on emission information. The spatial coverage can be further improved by us-
ing measurements from several sites and combining the derived emission fields. The10

method was applied to yield the source distributions of black carbon (BC) and CO in the
North China Plain (NCP) using in-situ measurements from the HaChi (Haze in China)
Campaign and to evaluate contributions from specific areas to local concentrations at
the measurement site. Results show that this method can yield a reasonable emis-
sion field for the NCP and can directly quantify areal source contributions. Major BC15

and CO emission source regions are Beijing, the western part of Tianjin and Langfang,
Hebei, with Tangshan being an additional important CO emission source area. The
source contribution assessment suggests that, aside from local emissions in Wuqing,
Tianjin and Hebei S, SW (d < 100 km) are the greatest contributors to measured local
concentrations, while emissions from Beijing contribute little during summertime.20

1 Introduction

Emission inventories are crucial for the modelling of gaseous and particulate pollutants
and for the establishment of air quality management strategies, for which both local
emissions and transport of pollutants need to be considered.

A fundamental problem of air quality modeling is that, it depends on the assumption25

that emission inventories are accurate. Chemical transport models are very sensitive
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to emission inventories. Different emission inventories may results in vastly different
modelling outcomes (Ma et al., 2004). The most common approaches of deriving
emissions are bottom-up and top-down inversion methods. Bottom-up methods are
based on energy statistics, which bear large uncertainties and cannot be easily up-
dated (Zhang et al., 2009). Emissions may have large spatial and temporal variations,5

due to new policies and the rapid development, especially in developing countries such
as China. Top-down techniques use atmospheric observations (i.e. satellite observa-
tions) and chemistry transport models together with prior emissions to derive optimized
emissions (Lin et al., 2007). However, both satellite data and air quality models usually
exhibit large uncertainties. Out-dated or inaccurate emission inventory poses a pro-10

found problem for air quality modeling and may result in wrong implications for future
emission controls. Therefore, alternative approaches need to be developed, so that
emission inventories can be updated or corrected.

Efforts in improving the temporal resolution were made by combining air quality mea-
surements with trajectory analyses to yield source distributions. Early methods were15

mainly based on classification or clustering of trajectories (Miller, 1981; Moody and
Samson, 1989; Harris and Kahl, 1990), which could only roughly identify sectors as-
sociated with high pollution. Although such methods were not able to yield the spatial
distribution of pollutant sources, they were still often used to distinguish different air
masses and their accompanied pollutant concentrations (Lin et al., 2009; Tang et al.,20

2009) or to identify possible source regions on a larger scale (Liu et al., 2009). Ash-
baugh (1983) and Ashbaugh et al. (1985) developed a statistical method that calculates
the accumulated residence times of all trajectories within cells of a grid separately for
a subset of high pollution events (resulting in a partial residence time t) and for the
whole data set (resulting in a residence time T ), with the ratio t/T indicating the fre-25

quency of trajectories passing over a certain grid and being associated with high con-
centrations at the receptor site. This method was further developed into the Potential
Source Contribution Function (PSCF) analysis, which was defined as:
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PSCF(i ,j )=
m(i ,j )
n(i ,j )

, (1)

where n(i ,j ) is the total number of endpoints falling with in the grid (i ,j ), and m(i ,j ) is
the subset of endpoints that are on trajectories associated with concentrations above
a certain criterion. In recent years, the PSCF analysis has been widely applied to
identify possible pollutant source regions (Lucey et al., 2001; Arabegum et al., 2005).5

However, it can only yield a probability distribution of source regions and cannot quan-
tify the source strength. Seibert et al. (1994) suggested calculating a logarithmic mean
concentration for each grid on the domain of the trajectory analyses following the equa-
tion:

C̄mn =
1∑M

l=1τmnl

M∑
l=1

log(cl )τmnl , (2)10

where m and n are indices of the horizontal grid, l is the index of the trajectory, M the
total number of trajectories, cl the concentration at the receptor site at the time upon
which trajectory l arrives and τmnl the residence time of trajectory l in grid (m,n). This
method made it easier to evaluate uncertainties of the outcome. Stohl et al. (1996)

improved the method by using C̄mn as a first guess, 10Cmn(i )/C̄mnl (i = 1,...,Nl , Nl be-15

ing the number of grids on trajectory l ) as a weighting factor for each trajectory, and
iterating the processes until the average difference between the concentration fields of
two successive iterations is below 0.5 %. Such concentration field analyses are often
used to detect possible plumes or yielding the regional distribution of pollutants (de
Foy et al., 2007). Stohl’s method solved the problem that the Seibert et al. method20

attributes the receptor concentration cl equally to all parts of trajectory l , however, it-
eration techniques often face the problem of convergence and “hot spots” on the first
guess field are amplified while information of the other sections on the same trajecto-
ries with the “hot spots” easily get lost through iterations. Another problem with this
technique is that it yields a logarithmic mean concentration field and one cannot di-25

rectly derive emission rates from it, or quantify the contributions of source regions to
31140
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the receptor site. Also, this method does not consider the influence of the boundary
layer on pollutant concentrations.

A new method based on the understanding of the relationship between emissions
and measured pollutant concentrations will be presented in this work, mainly focusing
on the transport of pollutants within the planetary boundary layer (PBL). The application5

of the new method on deriving black carbon (BC) and CO emission fields and assessing
source contributions will also be shown.

2 Methodology

2.1 Site and measurements

Measurements of BC and CO were conducted at the Wuqing Meteorological Station,10

located at a suburban district between Beijing and Tianjin and surrounded by Hebei
Province. This site has proved to be highly representative of the overall pollution level of
the polluted NCP region and a favourable spot for observing transport of air pollutants
(Xu et al., 2011).

A Multi-angle Absorption Photometer (MAAP Model 5012, Thermo, Inc., Waltham,15

MA USA) was employed to measure BC mass concentration in unit of µg m−3, while CO
was measured with a gas filter correlation analyser (TE 48C, Thermo Environmental
Instruments Inc., USA), and recorded as 1-min average mixing ratios by volume (ppbv).
Meteorological variables were obtained by an Automatic Weather Station installed at
the Wuqing Meteorological Station. Details on the measurement site, instruments, data20

maintenance and calibration are described by Ma et al. (2011) and Xu et al. (2011).

2.2 WRF simulations

The ARW (Advanced Research WRF) model is used to generate high resolu-
tion meteorology fields for the backward trajectory study with the Hybrid Single
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Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory (HYSPLIT) model. An 18 km/6 km two-way
nested grid was applied in the simulation, with the outer domain covering an area of
1500 km×1500 km large (Fig. 1). The model physics options used are WRF Single
Moment Class 3 (WSM3) for microphysics parameterization, Rapid Radiative Transfer
Model (RRTM) scheme (Mlawer et al., 1997) for longwave radiation processes, Dud-5

hia scheme for short wave radiation (1989), 5-layer thermal diffusion for land surface
processes (Dudhia, 1996), Yonsei University non-local scheme for boundary layer pa-
rameterization (Hong et al., 2006), Kain-Fritsch scheme (Kain and Fritsch, 1993) for
cumulus parameterization. The simulation period is from 11 July to 14 August 2009.
The period was split into several runs, with each run simulating 3 days and 12 h. The10

model was initialized every 3 days at 12:00 UTC and integrated over 84 h. The first
12 h of each run was discarded due to model spin-up. The initial and boundary con-
ditions required for ARW model integrations were adopted from National Centers of
Environmental Prediction (NCEP), which were updated every 6 h.

2.3 Backward trajectory calculations and cluster analyses15

The HYSPLIT model (version 4) from NOAA Air Resources Laboratory http://ready.arl.
noaa.gov/HYSPLIT.php; Draxler and Hess, 1998) was used for the backward trajectory
analyses, applying only the ARW output of the inner domain, which has a spatial res-
olution of 6 km×6 km and a temporal resolution of 1h. The trajectory endpoint is set
to 39.38◦ N and 117.02◦ E with a height of 50 m a.g.l. 48 h backward trajectories were20

calculated at a 1 h interval from 13 July to 14 August 2009.
For each backward trajectory, the direction of each time-step was calculated and

a vector mean value was taken as the average direction of this trajectory. Then, based
on the average directions and the PBL residence time (Sect. 2.4), the trajectories were
clustered into 8 groups.25
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2.4 Methodology of emission retrieval and areal source contribution
assessment

Assuming that pollutant concentrations are well mixed within the PBL, emissions into
a certain air mass can be estimated as the concentrations divided by the residence
time. If we further presumed that all grids on the same trajectory l share the same5

pollutant concentrations, we would yield a uniform emission factor for all grids on l :

El =Cl/Tl , (3)

where Cl stands for local concentrations upon arriving time of l at the receptor site, Tl
is the residence time of l in the PBL. Trajectories cross each other’s paths, and each
grid (m,n) will be associated with multiple emission values, by averaging them, we get10

the mean emission rate of (m,n):

Ēmn =
∑M

l=1
Cl/Tl

mn

, (4)

where M is the total number of trajectories. Considering that is might be unrealistic
to assume that all grids on l have the same emission rate, especially when l travels
a long distance, the method can be improved by introducing a weighting factor W :15

Wmn =
Fmn

F̄mnl

, (5)

where F can be the field of any variable that could serve as a priori to the emission field
analyses, e.g. population, NO2 column distribution or previous emission inventories.
F̄mnl is the average value of F for the grids (m,n) that l travels over. In this study the
2006 INTEX-B emission inventories (Zhang et al., 2009) were interpolated into a finer20

grid and applied as the first guess fields for BC and CO emissions (Fig. 4a1,b1). Finally,
the average emission field can be acquired by:

Ēmn =
∑M

l=1
Wmn ·Cl/Tl

mn

. (6)
31143
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The method used to determine the residence time of trajectory l is shown in Fig. 2.
The nighttime (20:00–08:00 LT) PBL height is set as 300 m, while the daytime (08:00–
20:00 LT) PBL height is set as 1000 m. We start at the time upon which l arrives at the
receptor site (t1) and go back in time, for each time step of l , it is first to be determined
whether it is daytime or night time, then according to the above set PBL height, it is5

judged whether the air parcel is still in the PBL. This is proceeded until the first time
step where l reaches the PBL height (th). The PBL residence time Tl is thus determined
as:

Tl = t1−th . (7)

With the calculated mean emission field, the pollutant contributions of specific source10

regions to the receptor site can be easily assessed. The receptor site concentration
contribution of each grid can be calculated as:

P̄mn = Ēmn ·τmn , (8)

where τmn is the total residence time of all trajectories within the PBL in grid (m,n).
In this study, the concentration contributions of local emissions in Wuqing and the15

transport contributions of Beijing, Tianjin and Hebei Province were assessed. Instead
of τmn, the average daily residence time (total residence time divided by the days of the
trajectory analyses (32 days)) was applied to acquire an average daily concentration
contribution. For each source region evaluated, the mean, minimum and maximum
daily concentration contributions P̄mean, P̄min and P̄max were acquired by averaging P̄mn20

over the grids or taking the minimum and maximum grid value within the bounds of the
region. Accordingly, mean concentration contribution fractions could be calculated by:
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f̄i =
P̄i∑
i
P̄i

×100% , i =1,...,8 , (9)

where i stands for the different regions assessed in this study.
This method of emission retrieval is straightforward and can be accomplished based

on single site measurements. Traditional bottom-up emission estimates depend highly
on energy statistics, which take a long time to be updated and are crucial to the ac-5

curacy of emission inventories (Akimoto et al., 2006). Our retrievals can be frequently
updated benefitting from the high temporal resolutions of ground measurements. The
method is widely applicable for pollutants with longer lifetimes than the time used to
constrain trajectories. It can be used for analyses of seasonal variations in emissions
or areal contributions, if provided long-term monitoring data. It should be noted that10

by only taking into account trajectories within the PBL, the emission field is restricted
to a limited distance range. However, improvements can be made by using measure-
ments from several sites, which would compensate for the lack in spatial coverage.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Trajectory frequency analyses15

Figure 3 shows all the trajectories divided into 8 clusters, according to its direction and
PBL residence time. During the measurement period, most trajectories came from the
S–W (55.0 %), with a dominant part showing PBL residence time shorter than 24 h
(49.1 %). Trajectories mostly come from Southern Hebei, while a few of them originate
from the northern edge of Henan Province or the western edge of Shandong Province.20

S–E, with an occurrence frequency of 24.4 %, is the second most dominant direction of
backward trajectories. Trajectories with PBL residence time greater than 24 h appear
most frequently (11.0 %) under this direction. Generally, they travel from the Bohai Sea
over the industrial region and the inner city of Tianjin before arriving at the site; a few of
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them originate from Shandong Province or the Yellow Sea. Trajectories from N–E and
N–W are mostly short in distance and residence time. The N–E cluster travels over the
NE part of Hebei, while the N–W cluster travels over Beijing.

3.2 BC and CO emissions in the NCP

The emissions of BC and CO in China were assessed by Streets et al. (2001) for the5

year 1995 and by Zhang et al. (2009) for the year 2006. BC and CO exhibit important
influences on the climate and human health (Cooke and Wilson, 1996; Ackerman et al.,
2000), they both show increased emissions in 2006 compared to inventories in 1995.
Many uncertainties still exist in the inventories, which need to be improved. BC aerosol
and CO are both mainly released anthropogenically from fossil fuel combustion and10

biomass burning and naturally from forest fires (Jacobson, 2001). BC has a lifetime of
one (±1) week (Ramanathan and Carmichael, 2008), while CO has a lifetime of 30–90
days on the global scale of the troposphere (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006).

Figure 4a3 shows the average emission of BC, retrieved with the new method
(Sect. 3). Since trajectories are only used to the point where they reach out of the15

boundary layer, only the emission information of a limited region could be obtained.
Average BC emissions are high in Tianjin and Beijing Municipality, which agrees well
with the INTEX-B emission distribution. The greatest maximum value was found in
Beijing (Table 1), with 2.60 µg m−3 h−1, while the Tianjin area shows a maximum value
of 1.41 µg m−3 h−1. Langfang city, which is located between Beijing and Tianjin, also20

shows high emission rates (1.62 µg m−3 h−1), which could not be found in the INTEX-B
emission distribution. The south-western part of Hebei shows several high centres of
BC emissions in the 2006 emissions, which were, however, not that significant in this
study. A possible reason might be that trajectories passing over South Hebei have
travelled a long distance before arriving at Wuqing, with most of them having long PBL25

residence times, thus resulting in relatively lower emission values according to Eq. (6).
The representativeness of the average emission field derived by this method might
decrease, for locations that are too far away in distance.
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Figure 4b3 shows the calculated average CO emission field. Average CO emissions
are most prominent in downtown Beijing and Tianjin, with a spatial maximum of 368.35
and 249.06 ppb h−1, respectively. Langfang and Tangshan (Hebei (NE)) also revealed
very high emission values, with maximum values reaching 189.29 and 234.52 ppb h−1,
respectively. The high centre of average emissions in Tangshan and Langfang are5

more pronounced than that estimated by the INTEX-B inventory, while those in SW
Hebei are not that obvious in comparison.

Comparing the results before (Fig. 4a2,b2) and after (Fig. 4a3,b3) applying the
INTEX-B inventory as weighting factor, it can be discerned that even without using
any weighting factor, the method is able to derive a reasonable emission field. Using10

a priori field to weight the trajectories helps to eliminate the noise, especially the high
values over oceans.

Altogether, for atmospheric pollutants that have lifetimes longer than the time used
to constrain trajectories, the emissions derived with the new approach are reason-
able. The spatial resolution of the retrieval might be improved either by applying higher15

spatial resolution mesoscale modelling or by replacing the simple backward trajectory
model with more complicated trajectory models including dispersion processes. The
spatial coverage and the accuracy of the retrieval can be increased by using data from
a network of stations. This method can be widely applied to ground measurements all
around the world and can be used in various senses. Emission inventories require ex-20

tensive effort and time for wide range data collection, which often cannot keep up with
the rapid changes in emissions of developing countries. This method provides a way
to update and correct previous inventories. Also, it can be used to analyse seasonal
variations in emissions using long-term pollutant monitoring results.

However, knowing only the distribution of emissions is not enough for the establish-25

ment of pollution control strategies. The concentration contribution of source regions
to local pollution levels is even more crucial and will be discussed in the next section.
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3.3 Areal source contribution assessment
High emission centres might not exert great influences on local pollution levels, if air
masses hardly travel over them, whereas other locations with comparatively insignifi-
cant emissions may have unnegligible influences, because they are often on the travel
path. Hence it is the meteorology, upon which the concentration contributions of vari-5

ous emission source regions depend.
Table 2 summarizes the source contributions of Beijing, Tianjin (excluding Wuqing)

and Hebei to local BC and CO concentrations in Wuqing and corresponding contribu-
tion fractions. Local BC emissions in Wuqing contribute 17.05–86.07 % to local con-
centrations, with mean daily concentration contributions being 5.69 µg m−3, making it10

the most dominant source contributor. The BC emissions in Tianjin, Langfang, Hebei
S (within 100 km distance to Wuqing, further on referred to as d < 100 km) and Hebei
SW (d < 100 km) also exert considerable influences on local BC concentrations, con-
tributing on average 15.75, 11.27, 10.27 and 9.81 %, respectively. Maximum concen-
tration contributions can reach up to 12.30, 2.26, 4.51 and 3.16 µg m−3, accounting for15

36.85, 6.78, 13.52 and 9.47 % of the total concentration, respectively. Although Beijing
showed high emission values, its mean contribution to BC concentrations in Wuqing is
low (0.41 %).

For CO, similar results could be found. Local CO emissions in Wuqing contribute
25.83–90.89 % to local concentrations, with mean daily concentration contributions be-20

ing 1751.69 ppb. Tianjin and Hebei SW (d < 100 km) contribute on average 420.73
and 252.10 ppb to local CO concentrations, taking up 14.09 and 8.44 % of the total.
Maximum contribution fraction of those two regions can reach 33.91 and 13.36 %.
Hebei (Langfang) and Hebei S (d < 100 km) contribute on average 214.76 (7.19 %)
and 186.13 ppb (6.23 %), which is also a considerable amount. The contribution of25

Beijing is minor in comparison.
In all, areal source contribution assessments could be simply made based on the

derived emissions and the residence time of trajectories. Results are in accordance
with the conclusions from previous work (Xu et al., 2011).
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4 Conclusions

In this study, a new method for air pollutant emission retrieval has been proposed and
applied to estimating the source distributions and areal source contributions of BC and
CO in the North China Plain.

The retrieval is accomplished based on single point in-situ measurements combined5

with backward trajectory analyses. The method can easily update emissions in com-
parison to traditional bottom-up approaches. With long-term pollutant concentration
monitoring data, seasonal and inter-annual variations in emissions can be analysed.
In comparison with potential source contribution function techniques, which can only
provide possible source locations, our method can provide an emission strength dis-10

tribution. It can also be directly used to evaluate areal source contributions. All of the
above information is crucial for setting up air quality management strategies and poli-
cies. It should be noted that, by only taking into account trajectories within the PBL, the
emission retrieval is restricted to a limited range in space. However, improvements can
be made by using measurements from several sites and combining the results, which15

would compensate for the lack in spatial coverage and the accuracy of the retrieval.
The horizontal resolution of the retrieval might be improved either by applying higher
spatial resolution mesoscale modelling or by replacing the simple backward trajectory
model with more complicated trajectory models including dispersion processes.

The method was applied to calculate BC and CO emissions using measurements20

from the HaChi Campaign. Results show similar emission distribution patterns as the
2006 INTEX-B results. Major BC emission sources are Beijing, the western part of
Tianjin and Langfang. Major CO emission sources are similarly distributed as that
of BC, with Tangshan being an additional important emission source. The retrieved
emission rates in Langfang are more pronounced those in the INTEX-B emissions,25

suggesting an underestimation in the previous inventory. Areal source contribution as-
sessments suggest that, aside from local emissions in Wuqing, emissions from Tianjin
and Hebei south, southwest (d < 100 km) are the greatest contributors to measured
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local concentrations. Although Beijing shows large emission rates, it contributes little
to local concentrations during summertime, due to dominating southerly wind direc-
tions, which agrees with previous results from Xu et al. (2011).
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Table 1. Mean, minimum and maximum values of the average emissions during 13 July–
14 August 2009 from local Wuqing and Beijing, Tianjin Municipality and several sectors of
Hebei Province.

Location CO (ppb h−1) BC (µg m−3 h−1)
Mean Min. Max. Mean Min. Max.

Wuqing 193.52 193.52 193.52 0.93 0.93 0.93
Tianjin∗ 99.75 25.32 249.06 0.45 0.11 1.41
Beijing 120.50 37.79 368.35 0.76 0.20 2.60
Hebei (Langfang) 151.52 99.47 189.29 0.99 0.51 1.62
Hebei (NE) 74.01 13.58 234.52 0.26 0.07 0.72
Hebei (S: d <100 km) 50.42 26.62 77.32 0.35 0.15 0.52
Hebei (S: d ≥100 km) 44.83 5.75 91.28 0.29 0.03 0.58
Hebei (SW: d <100 km) 56.47 38.15 76.80 0.33 0.18 0.44
Hebei (SW: d ≥100 km) 61.53 9.10 109.95 0.31 0.04 0.70

∗ In the emission assessment of Tianjin, Wuqing was excluded.
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Table 2. Mean, minimum and maximum concentration source contributions and according
contribution fractions of local emissions and transport from Beijing, Tianjin Municipality and
several sectors of Hebei Province.

Location BC concentration contribution CO concentration contribution
(µg m−3 day−1) (Fraction (%)) (ppb day−1) (Fraction (%))

Mean Min. Max. Mean Min. Max.

Wuqing 5.69 (45.39) 5.69 (86.07) 5.69 (17.05) 1751.69 (58.66) 1751.69 (90.89) 1751.69 (25.83)
Tianjin∗ 1.97 (15.75) 0.08 (1.23) 12.30 (36.85) 420.73 (14.09) 18.25 (0.95) 2299.20 (33.91)
Beijing 0.41 (3.30) 0.02 (0.29) 3.02 (9.05) 57.26 (1.92) 3.79 (0.20) 292.67 (4.32)
Hebei (Langfang) 1.41 (11.27) 0.41 (6.14) 2.26 (6.78) 214.76 (7.19) 80.52 (4.18) 321.71 (4.74)
Hebei (NE) 0.11 (0.90) 0.00 (0.05) 0.57 (1.71) 34.68 (1.16) 0.55 (0.03) 266.09 (3.92)
Hebei (S: d <100 km) 1.29 (10.27) 0.24 (3.56) 4.51 (13.52) 186.13 (6.23) 40.45 (2.10) 690.96 (10.19)
Hebei (S: d ≥=100 km) 0.19 (1.51) 0.01 (0.19) 0.85 (2.55) 27.99 (0.94) 2.42 (0.13) 100.80 (1.49)
Hebei (SW: d <100 km) 1.23 (9.81) 0.16 (2.38) 3.16 (9.47) 252.10 (8.44) 27.44 (1.42) 905.90 (13.36)
Hebei (SW: d ≥100 km) 0.23 (1.80) 0.01 (0.09) 1.01 (3.02) 40.88 (1.37) 2.11 (0.11) 151.84 (2.24)

∗ In the contribution assessment of Tianjin, Wuqing was excluded.
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18 km x 18 km

6 km x 6 km

 

 

 100° E  105° E  110° E  115° E  120° E  125° E 

 35° N 

 40° N 

 45° N 

 50° N 

Beijing
Tianjin
Hebei

Fig. 1. Model domains for the ARW meteorology simulations and the locations of Beijing and
Tianjin Municipality and Hebei Province. The green box shows the coarse domain at 18 km
spatial resolution and the orange box shows the finer domain at 6 km spatial resolution.
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Fig. 2. Schematic showing the determination of the PBL residence time of trajectories, where
t1−tn stand for the time points associated with the n endpoints of trajectory l , Cl is the concen-
tration observed at t1 (upon arrival of l ). The green and purple line show example trajectories,
that exceed the boundary layer height during night time and daytime, respectively.
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Fig. 3. Cluster frequency analyses of trajectories during 13 July–14 August 2009 in the North
China Plain, (a–d) stand for the average directions N–E, S–E, S–W and N–W, respectively, the
upper 4 panels display trajectories with PBL residence time longer than 24 h, while the lower
panels show those with PBL residence time below 24 h.
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Fig. 4. 2006 INTEX-B total emission inventory of BC (a1) and CO (b1) and estimated mean
emission field of BC (a2, a3) and CO (b2, b3) during 13 July–14 August 2009 in the North
China Plain. The second column represents the derived emission fields without the INTEX-
B inventory as weighting factor, while the third column represents the results after using the
weighting factor.
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